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TRAVEL CERTIFICATE APPLICATION AND PROCESSING PROCEDURE BACKGROUND

The Covid-19 Pandemic has posed serious challenges to internally travel (Air, Land and Sea). In order to contain the further spread of the Covid-19 pandemic, countries around the world closed all borders and restricted travel by air, land and sea. However, with many countries now gradually reopening up, several Covid-19 restricts have been eased. The National Public Health Institute of Liberia and other stakeholders have been mandated to institute measures to mitigate the further spread of Covid-19 in Liberia. As part of NPHIL mandates, a process for ensuring safe travel of people leaving Liberia as well as those entering the country are tested for Covid-19 and results negative.

APPLICATION AND PROCESSING PROCEDURES

All individuals desiring to travel out of Liberia by air, land or sea, should follow the following steps for obtaining travel certificate

Step 1: The traveler or person intending to travel must proceed to any of the Covid-19 sample collection sites at least 72 hours before date of travel to have his or her sample collected for testing.

Step 2: The traveler or person intending to travel MUST apply (stating full name as is in passport and test collection data, contact number and email) at least 72 hours for the travel certificate by phone or email (Text, call or email 777344218/888349115 mfallah1969@gmail.com) to the office of the Director General and copy the sample collected for testing:

   Email:                Cell phone number
   a. lucia.m.bawo@gmail.com +231770777888
   b. jon1861end@gmail.com +231770201710/886553011
   c. amosfg7@gmail.com +231777344218

Step 3: The applicant must indicate how the results intend to be picked up. For certificates processed on weekends and holidays, certificate will be delivered electronically to the applicant. On regular days certificate will be delivered either hard copy or electronically.

NOTE: Only people with negative test results will be issued a travel certificate. However, regular test results/certificate for other purpose will be shared based on needs.
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